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SESP 386 and 388:  PRACTICUM ANALYSIS SEMINAR 

SUMMER 2017 
 

 
Instructor:           Cheryl Y. Judice, Ph.D. 
Phone:                 (847) 494-4700 (cell) 
Email:                   c-judice@northwestern.edu 
Office Hours:      By appointment                        
 
 
Goals of the Practicum Analysis Seminar: 
 
1.  To experience, observe and record events and processes in the workplace (on-site         
      experiences, daily field notes, and interviews); 
2.  To process/analyze these events and patterns and your reactions to them (daily analytic 
      notes, small group discussions); 
3.  To integrate your observations at the workplace with clinical concepts and theories from 
      psychology, sociology, and education (readings, professional literature references) and form 
      hypotheses or potential research questions; 
4.  To develop the capacity to relate on a therapeutic level with individuals or groups (in an  
      appropriate manner). 
 
Determination of Grades 
 
A single combined grade will be assigned for the Practicum (HDPS-386) and the Practicum 
Analysis Seminar (HDPS-386).  This grade will be determined as follows: 
 
Practicum                                        20% 
Substantive Seminar Participation                 20% 
Field Notes               20% 
Interview Project              15% 
Final Paper               25% 
 
The portion of your grade relating to the Practicum will be based on the evaluation of the SESP 
Practicum Supervisor in conjunction with the seminar instructor, with input from the site 
supervisor’s mid-term and final evaluations.  The Seminar Participation component of your 
grade will be based on attendance and promptness, meaningful participation in discussions 
and other in-class activities, and completion of two-non-graded assignments (professional 
literature reference list, and final paper proposal).   
Expectations for field notes, the interview project, and the final paper are described on pages 3   
and 4 of this syllabus. 
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Please note:  Fieldnotes and assignments turned in late (beyond the end of the day on Friday) 
will be docked a grade regardless of computer problems! 
 

 
WEEKLY SYLLABUS 

 
 
June 23                 Introduction 
                                        Introduction to the Seminar:  Overview of purpose, structure, and 
            methods 
   Introduction to each other:  Background of instructor and students, 
            distribution of syllabus and assignments; 
                                        Introduction to:  “The Week in Review” 
 
June 30    THE Week in Review 
 
July 7               Theme: How Race/Social Class Impacts Your Practicum Site 
    
July 14               THEME: Well-being in the Workplace  
   Interview Project # 1 due 
 
July 21               THEME: The Relationship Between Non-Profits and For-Profits 
    
July 28                            THEME: Cultural Issues at Your Practicum Site  
                                Workplace supervisor’s mid-term evaluation due 
                                         Schedule individual meetings with each student if necessary 
 
August 4                        THEME:  How Gender Impacts Your Practicum Site 
                                        
August 11                      THEME: How I Would Improve My Site 
                                          Interview Project # 2 Due  
     Final Paper Topic 
                 Final Paper Literature References Due 
                   
iAugust 18                       Class Wrap-up 
                                          REMINDER:  Course Evaluations in CTEC 
     Final Evaluations Due (your supervisor’s and yours) 
     Final Paper Due -  Thursday,  August 24, 2017 
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June 23   
FIELD NOTES:                Due each Friday beginning on June 23rd 
 
Your role in the practicum is that of participant observer.  In organizational life, those who are 
most successful and eventually become leaders are those who not only experience and react to 
people and events in the organization, but also objectively observe and reflect on the broader 
systems of organization and initiate changes to those systems for improving the organization.  
Be thorough, the notes will also provide you with the data you need for your final paper 
topic.  You will have the opportunity to reflect subjectively on events and issues you observe or 
participate in at your site by writing analytic notes (AN) within your daily notes.  
These notes are also a forum for recording your own emotional and intellectual reactions to 
what you are experiencing.  It is an excellent way to have a dialogue with me as well as ask 
questions, ponder, and wonder out loud at what are seeing and feeling.  Every set of field 
notes must include some of these analytic notes (AN). 
 
Guidelines for Daily Field Notes: 
1)  Write your notes each day immediately after work, or even better, during breaks. The idea 
      is to record details as accurately as possible, so you don’t want to let too much time pass. 
2)  Typed field notes are required and need to be submitted electronically each week. 
3)  Use consecutive page numbers beginning with the first set of notes, “page 1” and continuing  
      through week 8…”page 153,” etc. 
4)  Leave a 1 ½ inch left margin for instructor’s comments and use 1 ½ spaces between lines. 
5)  Minimum of three pages (if you are at a research site doing repetitive activities), an average 
      of 8 pages per week otherwise. 
 
Objective Notes 
1)   These impartial observations should form the main bulk of your daily notes; this is your raw 
       data.  You will be relying on this for your final paper.  Be thorough. 
2)   Describe.  Don’t interpret.  Don’t evaluate. 
3)   Be very careful using adjectives – usually they are evaluations in disguise. (e.g., instead of 
       saying, “I had a good day,” report what made it good.) 
4)   Don’t summarize discussions; paraphrase (i.e., rephrase or reword to make clearer). 
 
Analytical Notes 
1)   Use the letters “AN:” at the beginning of these more subjective comments to set them  
       apart from your objective notes. 
2)   Use these notes to record your emotional reactions, to jot down your questions, to draw 
       connections with concepts from your classes or outside readings, to note the kernel of 
       thought you’d like to develop in your weekly analysis, or to mark a topic you’d like to bring 
       up during “the week in review” discussion. 
3)   You must have at least one analytical note for each day, beginning with the first week’s  
       notes. 
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INTERVIEW PROJECT  (due July 14th and August 11th) 
       The interview project consists of two interviews with people working in your field of 
interest.  Conduct the first interview with someone at your practicum site.  The second 
interview should be with someone outside your practicum site, but in a related organization. 
This should NOT be a relative.  Ask each interviewee to refer you to relevant professional 
readings (books, journals, and articles).  You will be able to use these as Professional Literature 
References (see below).  In writing up the interviews, explain how this person “got to where 
they are,” i.e., education, influences, experience. What do they feel are the pros and cons of 
their work?  Also emphasize what you learned about the field, the impact of the interview on 
your future plans and strategies, and what was particularly useful about having this kind of 
discussion with a potential colleague.  Each  interview should be written in narrative form, 
typed, double-spaced, and no longer than three pages. 
 
PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE REFERENCES (due August 11th) 
      Type up a list of at least five relevant professional literature references based on your own 
experiences and suggestions from your interviews.  You may cite entire books and journals, or 
specific chapters and articles.  Be sure to include publishing details (publisher, pages, year). 
It should be in the format of a bibliography. 
 
FINAL PAPER PROPOSAL  (due August 11th) 
      In the eighth week of the quarter, you will turn in a one-page (typed, double-spaced) paper 
proposal, in which you: 
1)   define your topic (identify the topic or issue that you will be researching); 
2)   note any hypotheses you have regarding the topic or problem, and; 
3)   cite potential resources (including references from the professional literature) which you 
      will use in developing your analysis of your primary data source…your field notes). 
 
FINAL PAPER  (due Thursday, August 24th by 1:00 p.m. electronically) 
    Throughout the quarter, themes will emerge in your observations and analyses of your field 
site.  These may be psychological issues, or organizational issues specific to your site.  Your final 
paper will examine one of these emerging issues or an approved clinical topic.  It should be 10-
15 pages in length, typed, and double-spaced.  You need 5 or more original sources as 
references. Your field notes must be the main source of your data and can be counted as one 
of your original sources.  Include a list of your references in a formal bibliography. 

     Remember this paper constitutes 25% of your total 4-credit grade!  I will expect your paper 
to reflect the significance of that, (i.e., to be well-written, organized, and documented with 
well chosen examples from your notes).  A suggested form is having an Introduction 
explaining your hypothesis or question followed by sections and a conclusion.  You must 
document your main points using material from your objective field notes and citing the page 
numbers.  An ‘A’ paper will have all of the above. 
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A List of Dos and Don’ts  for the Practicum Analysis Seminar 
 
DO show up at class on time.  If you know you are going to be unavoidably late, leave me an 
email message:  c-judice@northwestern.edu 
 
DON’T forget to leave me a message if you are sick or have an emergency that will keep you 
from class.  DO send your field notes electronically to me: c-judice@northwestern.edu 
   
DO check with your site supervisor about how to make up any missed hours from illness or 
other absences. 
 
DO email me with any questions you may have during the week. 
 
DON’T hesitate to let me know if things are not going as expected at your site.  I will probably 
first ask you to speak with your supervisor to see what can be done to improve things.  But we 
don’t want half the quarter to go by before addressing any problems. 
 
DO ask to have regular meetings with your supervisor. You may have to be assertive about this, 
especially if you are at a very busy site. 
 
DON’T be a passive learner.  Ask questions, ‘pick their brains,’ pursue information, and initiate 
work on your own whenever appropriate. 
 
DON’T forget to give your practicum supervisor your midterm and final evaluation forms.  Pay 
attention to when they are due and remind your supervisors. Hand them in to me on the dates 
designated in this syllabus. 
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